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Question: A customer of ours has a 2006 Isuzu
D-Max and it is suffering with a lack of engine

power. We suspect the issue is due to fuel

starvation. The vehicle also has some fuel pump

related trouble codes stored in the fault memory.

We have carried out some basic tests on the fuel

system but haven't been able to locate the cause

of the fault. Can you assist us? 

Answer: We know of a fuel starvation
problem on this model and it is due to a blocked

filter in the fuel pump inlet pipe connection.

Disconnect the fuel pump inlet pipe connection.

Check and clean the filter inside the fuel pump

inlet pipe connection (fig 1.). Erase all trouble

codes and carry out a road test to ensure fault

has been rectified.

Isuzu D-Max: Lack of engine power

Representatives of Yuasa batteries

and distributor Somora, in

conjunction with motor factor stockists

across Ireland will be taking to the road

in September, calling on garages and

urging them to participate in the highly

successful Yuasa Check Battery

campaign. 

The campaign provides both a

battery tester and marketing support

materials that can assist a garage in

always testing a battery whenever a car

comes into the workshop and

conveniently communicating the results

to the customer.

Yuasa says that statistics show that

some 40% of batteries checked will

require either a recharge or

replacement, creating a huge business

opportunity for any garage. Carrying

out this quick and easy procedure can

also improve customer satisfaction and

loyalty, as well as provide a major sales

boost.

Batteries lose 30% of their

cranking power when the temperature

drops and frequent short journey cycles

also drain power. Non starts can cause

considerable driver distress and it is

often the garage that has serviced the

car that takes the blame.

The Yuasa campaign features all

the tools required to implement an

effective checking regime in a

convenient kit. This includes a Yuasa

battery tester and point of sale material,

including customer mirror hangers with

a simple traffic light system to show the

battery condition.

Yuasa "Check The Battery" kits
are available from Yuasa motor
factor stockists.

Yuasa Check Battery
campaign takes to
the road

Yuasa "Check The Battery" kits are available
from Yuasa motor factor stockists

Reducing noise, vibration and harshness

(NVH) in the driving experience, is one of

the key objectives of designers when

producing a new model and brake supplier

Apec is applying the same NVH reduction

principles to its aftermarket parts.

In the development stage of new pads,

Apec carry out stringent tests of friction

materials on a brake dynamometer to make

sure the coefficients of friction are correct for

the application, and ensuring the pad design

provides adequate noise suppression, without

adversely affecting stopping power, pedal

feel, fade resistance or wear. 

Apec says it always matches or exceeds

the specification of the OE pad and as such,

incorporates the original manufacturers’

beneficial features, such as chamfering the

ends and/or adding slots to ‘tune’ the pad so

it makes less noise. Various types of shims

may also be fitted to the steel backing plate

to further dampen vibrations between the

pad and caliper. 

Apec also point

out that its pads

are often fitted to

older vehicles,

where related

components may

be worn. Normally

this would mean

the new pad would

create more noise,

so it is important

that the technician assess the condition of the

discs, calipers and other components to see if

they need to be replaced. Corrosion also

needs to be removed from the pad/caliper

abutment points. As springs can lose their

tension by up to 50%, they should be

replaced whenever the pads are renewed.

Apec offers a range of fitting kits, which

include springs, to complement the pad

range.

Apec also recommends the use of its

copper-free brake grease, copper grease

should be avoided, as it can potentially affect

ABS signals and encourages galvanic

corrosion.

Hub surfaces must also be clean before

fitting new discs and a DTI check should take

place for lateral runout. Aapec says replacing

the discs without cleaning the hub surfaces

can be a waste of time and money and a DTI

reading greater than 0.08mm will lead to

harshness in the form of brake judder.

Apec offer brake NVH prevention advice




